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31 Abstract 

32 Purpose:  Many children have difficulties understanding speech.  At present, there 

33 are few assessments that test for subtle impairments in speech perception with 

34 normative data from UK children.  We present a new test that evaluates children’s 

35 ability to identify target words in background noise by choosing between minimal pair 

36 alternatives that differ by a single articulatory phonetic feature.  This task is (1) 

37 tailored to testing young children, but also readily applicable to adults, (2) has 

38 minimal memory demands, (3) adapts to the child’s ability and (4) does not require 

39 reading or verbal output.  

40 Method: We tested 155 children and young adults aged from 5 to 25 years of age on 

41 this new test of single word perception.   

42 Results: Speech in noise abilities in this particular task develop rapidly through 

43 childhood until they reach maturity at around nine years of age.  

44 Conclusions: We make this test freely available and provide associated normative 

45 data. We hope that it will be useful to researchers and clinicians in the assessment 

46 of speech perception abilities in children that are hard of hearing, have 

47 Developmental Language Disorder (DLD), dyslexia or Auditory Processing Disorder 

48 (APD).  

49 Key words: Speech perception, development, noise, audiology, auditory 
50 processing disorder, dyslexia, hard of hearing, developmental language 
51 disorder 

52

53
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54 Children with speech, language and hearing disorders are at a greater risk of 

55 poorer literacy (Anthony & Francis, 2005), psycho-social development (Kilpatrick et 

56 al., 2019) and long term prospects (Bryan et al., 2007).  Deficits in speech 

57 perception, in addition to being a defining feature of hearing impairment and Auditory 

58 Processing Disorder (APD) (Moore et al., 2013), are associated with a number of 

59 developmental disorders, most notably dyslexia (Noordenbos & Serniclaes, 2015) 

60 and Developmental Language Disorder (DLD) (Ferguson et al., 2011).  Developing 

61 robust methods to identify individuals with speech perception deficits is a first step 

62 towards better characterising and treating these disorders.  At present, there are few 

63 tests that assess subtle impairments in speech perception and that have appropriate 

64 normative data from UK children.  Here, we make freely available such a test, which 

65 we envisage will be useful to researchers and clinicians in evaluating the perceptual 

66 abilities of young children.   

67 Many children find understanding spoken language difficult.  In children that 

68 are hard of hearing, these difficulties are obvious and affect perception in both ideal 

69 and adverse listening situations.  Pure tone thresholds, although important, provide 

70 limited information on functional listening abilities (Houtgast & Festen, 2008) and 

71 tests of speech perception in noise provide arguably a more valid assessment of 

72 day-to-day listening in children (Leibold et al., 2019).  Children with developmental 

73 language disorders often exhibit subtle speech perception deficits.  However, deficits 

74 are not always readily apparent and are sometimes only found in a minority of 

75 individuals, or not at all (Messaoud-Galusi et al., 2011).  This may reflect a lack of 

76 sensitivity of available tests, an absence of a true speech perception deficit or 

77 significant heterogeneity in the individuals assigned to these groups. Only further 

78 research will help to uncover which of these explanations is correct.  This task is 
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79 made more difficult by the high co-morbidity between developmental reading, 

80 language and auditory processing disorders (Bishop et al., 2016; Moore et al., 2013) 

81 and the paucity of tools for assessing speech perception in children.  A wider range 

82 of speech perception tests are required to better characterise the speech perception 

83 abilities of children who are hard of hearing and to further our understanding of 

84 developmental language disorders.

85 Successful speech perception requires the integration of multiple co-varying 

86 acoustic features (Kluender & Alexander, 2010; Lisker, 1977).  In natural speech, the 

87 multiplicity of available features helps to ensure that perception remains relatively 

88 robust to acoustic variation and degradation of the speech signal.  Speech sounds 

89 that differ on the basis of fewer contrastive features are more highly confusable 

90 (Miller & Nicely, 1955).  Children with language impairments tend to perform more 

91 poorly on tasks in which speech tokens differ minimally from one another such as 

92 when categorising synthetic continua that differ on a single acoustic parameter 

93 (Collet et al., 2012; Zoubrinetzky et al., 2016).  Deficits in these groups have been 

94 shown to be less pronounced in tasks involving natural speech tokens that differ on 

95 the basis of multiple acoustic cues (Blomert & Mitterer, 2004; Coady et al., 2005).  

96 Speech perception tasks can also be made more challenging by manipulating 

97 extrinsic factors, such as the presence of competing noise.  Competing sounds 

98 generate overlapping patterns of excitation in the auditory periphery that obscure or 

99 destroy salient acoustic cues, phenomena referred to as energetic and/or modulation 

100 masking (Brungart, 2001; Stone et al., 2011).  White noise and steady-state speech-

101 spectrum-shaped noise (as used in this study) are expected to interfere with speech 

102 perception predominantly through masking of this type.  Additional, informational 

103 masking effects, those not explained by energetic and modulation masking, are 
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104 thought to arise at more central, cognitive levels of processing (Shinn-Cunningham, 

105 2008).  This form of masking is most often associated with competing speech and is 

106 attributable in part to the difficulty of separating out and attending to the correct 

107 speech stream.  

108 Speech perception deficits are not always observed in children with 

109 developmental language disorders when tested in ideal listening conditions.  

110 Performance is often at ceiling and the addition of competing noise is needed to 

111 provide a perceptual stressor that more reliably reveals subtle perceptual deficits 

112 (Calcus et al., 2015, 2018; Inoue et al., 2011; Ziegler et al., 2005, 2009). These 

113 deficits have been observed in the context of both competing speech (Dole et al., 

114 2012) and competing non-speech (Ziegler et al., 2005, 2009).  Most frequently, 

115 deficits have been observed when participants are required to identify and categorise 

116 non-word syllables, suggesting a locus of deficit originating at the phonetic and/or 

117 phonemic levels (Calcus et al., 2015; Varnet et al., 2016; Ziegler et al., 2005, 2009). 

118 Studies have shown weaknesses discriminating specific kinds of phonetic contrasts 

119 in children with language impairment (Cornelissen et al., 1996; Ziegler et al., 2005, 

120 2009).  Results from these studies suggest that different language impairments 

121 might be associated with deficits in specific phonetic contrasts; for example, children 

122 with dyslexia have been shown to have greater difficulty with voicing contrasts whilst 

123 those with developmental language disorder have problems with place and manner 

124 (Ziegler et al., 2005, 2009).  Some studies have also found evidence for generalised 

125 deficits, rather than difficulties for specific classes of phonetic contrasts (Calcus et 

126 al., 2015).  

127 In typical development, the encoding in the auditory periphery of basic sound 

128 features matures early and is thought to be broadly complete by around 6 months of 
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129 age (Leibold & Buss, 2019).  Despite this early maturation, perception in noise 

130 abilities continue to mature over a long period.  Adult-like perceptual ability does not 

131 emerge until 9-10 years of age for speech in steady-state speech-shaped noise 

132 (Nishi et al., 2010) and matures even later, around 13-14 years, for speech in 

133 speech masking (Corbin et al., 2016).  This slow development likely reflects the 

134 maturation of central auditory and cognitive abilities that relate to sound segregation, 

135 dip-listening, selective attention, working memory and language skills (Leibold et al., 

136 2019; Leibold & Buss, 2019).  Young children are easily distracted by additional 

137 sound streams, even when the target and masker sounds do not overlap in 

138 frequency (Youngdahl et al., 2018).  Over time, children learn to deal with distraction 

139 and begin to exploit the acoustic distinctions that adults use to improve speech in 

140 noise performance, such as spatial cues to location (Litovsky, 2005) and differences 

141 in pitch and speaker characteristics (Flaherty et al., 2019). Improvements in auditory 

142 abilities may also be underpinned by developments in vocabulary and working 

143 memory, which have been positively associated with differences in speech in noise 

144 abilities (McCreery et al., 2017), while noting that these associations have not always 

145 been observed (Nittrouer et al., 2013). 

146 Charting the development of speech in noise ability in UK children is difficult 

147 as there are relatively few tests designed for children with normative data.  Tests 

148 designed for children need to be made engaging and use appropriate linguistic 

149 materials.  It is important that tests have normative data from the country in which 

150 they are used. Normative data from other English speaking countries is unlikely to be 

151 appropriate for use in the UK and can sometimes overestimate the prevalence of 

152 perceptual deficits (Dawes & Bishop, 2007). Tests such as the SCAN-C (Keith, 

153 2000) have been adapted for use with British children (Dawes & Bishop, 2007).  
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154 However, the SCAN-C is arguably not ideal for testing children with language 

155 impairments as it requires them to repeat back heard words.  Many children with 

156 language disorders have difficulty planning and producing speech (Bishop et al., 

157 2016) and so tests that require a verbal response may underestimate their true 

158 abilities.  

159 For the same reason, tests such as the FAAF that require children to read 

160 words (Foster & Haggard, 1987) and those using sentences (e.g. LISN-S, Cameron 

161 & Dillon, 2007) that place greater demands on auditory working memory and 

162 syntactic processing, may not always be appropriate. Sentence material may be 

163 particularly inappropriate given the evidence that sentence repetition in quiet 

164 appears to be a good way to diagnose DLD (Conti-Ramsden et al., 2001). Children 

165 with language learning impairments such as DLD and dyslexia often have difficulties 

166 in reading, syntactic processing, working memory and vocabulary development 

167 (Cowan et al., 2017; Laws et al., 2015; Van Der Lely, 2005).   Tests that use single, 

168 early acquired words and that require a non-verbal output response, allow better 

169 assessment of speech perception abilities (especially in young children and those 

170 with language learning impairments) as they minimise extraneous syntactic, 

171 vocabulary and working memory demands.   

172 There are relatively few existing UK tests of single word perception that have 

173 a non-verbal output response. The Consonant Confusion Test (CCT) is suitable for 

174 very young children and requires them to identify a target word from 4 alternatives 

175 presented as pictures.  However, in this test the alternatives differ by multiple 

176 phonemes, e.g. “cow, owl, house, mouse”, hence the degree of phonemic 

177 discrimination required in this task is relatively broad.  The Chear Auditory 

178 Perception Test (CAPT) is appropriate for slightly older children and includes 
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179 contrasts that require a finer level of discrimination.  However, the normative data for 

180 both these tests are derived from presenting the words at an artificially low volume, 

181 used as a way of inducing variation in accuracy (Vickers et al., 2018).  This is 

182 arguably a less ecologically valid approach, compared to using competing noise to 

183 bring accuracy ‘off ceiling’.  

184 The McCormick Toy Test (Summerfield et al., 1994) combines phonemic 

185 discrimination with concurrent noise presentation.  However, the phonemic contrasts 

186 between word alternatives are not always minimal (e.g., “man” vs. “lamb”).  Vance et 

187 al. (2009) includes fine grained phonemic discriminations, such that many of the 

188 items differ on a single articulatory phonetic feature, with concurrent noise 

189 presentation.  However, the use of a fixed rather than an adaptive noise level does 

190 not accommodate children performing at the extremes of accuracy.  Indeed, this kind 

191 of variation in performance is more likely in heterogeneous samples like those with 

192 developmental language disorders.

193 Here, we present a new speech perception test, the Who is Right? (WiR?) 

194 test and associated normative data for UK children and young adults.  In this 

195 computer administered task, the listeners identify a target spoken word from three 

196 spoken alternative utterances that are presented against a competing noise.   

197 Participants indicate their response non-verbally with a button press.  To ensure 

198 maximum sensitivity in identifying subtle impairments of speech processing, these 

199 alternatives differ by a single articulatory phonetic feature, with the background noise 

200 level adjusted adaptively dependent on their trial to trial performance accuracy.  

201 Methods & Materials

202 Test construction
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203 The WiR consists of 42 trials, all of a similar form.  On each trial, the listener is 

204 presented with a picture of a target word on a display screen and hears the same 

205 single male speaker produce the name of the target in quiet (see Figure 1).  Below 

206 the picture of the target are three cartoon faces which then take turns to speak three 

207 utterances.  These three utterances are produced by the same single female 

208 speaker.  Note that the target voice presented in quiet and the voices that 

209 participants choose between are from different talkers, intentionally of different sex, 

210 so as to prevent participants using an echoic memory trace to perform the task.  The 

211 voices are presented against a background of steady-state speech-spectrum-shaped 

212 noise (see details below). Two of the utterances are non-word foils differing from the 

213 target in its initial consonant in a single feature of voicing, place or manner (with the 

214 two foils always differing in the contrast used).  The other utterance is the target.  For 

215 example, when the target is “bed”, the foils are “med” (differing in manner) and “ped” 

216 (differing in voicing).  The position of the target and two distracter foils are 

217 randomised from trial to trial. The listener’s task is to identify the face that produced 

218 the correct target word by clicking on that face using a mouse.  A correct response 

219 results in the selected cartoon face smiling, whereas an incorrect response results in 

220 the selected face frowning. Every test began with a presentation of 14 familiarisation 

221 items followed by 28 test items (over which a Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) 

222 was calculated), with a random permutation of the items within each phase.  All 

223 stimuli were presented over headphones at a fixed comfortable level of about 65 dB 

224 SPL (measured over the frequency range 100 Hz – 5 kHz).

225 Target words were monosyllabic words mainly of CVC structure (two targets 

226 are CVs), that could be presented in an unambiguous pictorial form and whose initial 

227 consonant could be altered by a single feature of voicing, manner or place, to create 
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228 two non-word foils (see Supplementary Materials, S1, for full details).  All items were 

229 early-acquired words, and the test items had a mean age of acquisition of 4.0 years, 

230 ranging from 2.9 to 5.6 (sd = 0.67), as measured by Kuperman et al. (2012). For the 

231 test trials, the distracter foils comprised 14 manner change items, 21 place change 

232 items and 21 voicing change items, distributed over the 28 test trials (2 feature 

233 changes per target).  

234 During the test, the signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) was varied adaptively using a 

235 two-down/one-up adaptive rule tracking 71% correct (Levitt, 1971), which means that 

236 the SNR increases after every error, and decreases after two consecutive correct 

237 responses. The starting SNR was 20 dB, with a step-size of 7 dB which decreased 

238 by 1 dB after every track reversal until it reached 3 dB, at which value it remained for 

239 the rest of the test. The SNR was adapted during both the familiarisation and test 

240 phase.  The Speech Reception Threshold was defined as the SNR that led to about 

241 71% correct responses, calculated from the mean of the track reversals during the 

242 test phase only. Note that lower values indicate better performance, as this indicates 

243 that the listener can tolerate poorer SNRs for the desired accuracy.  Younger 

244 children (under age 9) took more time to complete the test, with a median completion 

245 time of about 7 minutes, but everyone older took only about 6 minutes.

246 Each test consisted of the same 42 trials (14 familiarisation and 28 test items) 

247 presented in a different order.  The response options on each trial included the target 

248 word and the same two unique non-word distracter foils – a stimulus triplet. These 

249 stimulus triplets differed greatly in inherent intelligibility, as would be expected by 

250 their variety of acoustic, phonetic and psycholinguistic properties, not to mention the 

251 exact choice of foils as being an important determinant of performance. This is highly 

252 undesirable in adaptive testing because it leads to greater variability in the adaptive 
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253 track. Extensive prior testing on dozens of school-age children (using a combination 

254 of adaptive and fixed-SNR testing) allowed the determination of the psychometric 

255 functions (relating proportion correct to SNR) for each individual triplet. SRTs for 

256 each word were then derived from these functions (through logistic regression) 

257 allowing the calculation of a correction factor (the deviation for each triplet from the 

258 mean SRT for all triplets) that was applied to the nominal SNR desired during each 

259 test (see the Supplementary Materials, S1). This correction factor was used in an 

260 additive way to adjust the SNR level up or down for each individual triplet/trial.  In 

261 this way, performance should be similar for all triplets at the same nominal SNR, 

262 which leads to more stable estimates of the SRTs.

263 The three response alternatives were presented against a background of 

264 speech-spectrum-shaped noise, synthesised to approximate the long-term average 

265 speech spectrum for combined male and female voices as estimated from the study 

266 of Byrne et al., (1994). This consisted of a low-frequency portion rolling off below 120 

267 Hz at 17.5 dB/octave, and a high-frequency portion rolling off at 7.2 dB/octave above 

268 420 Hz, with a constant spectrum portion in-between. The noise started 450 ms 

269 before the utterance triplet and finished 250 ms after, running continuously through 

270 the three utterances with 50 ms rise and fall times. The test, including all materials, 

271 and analyses presented in this article are available here:  

272 https://github.com/drstuartrosen/WhoIsRight. 

273 [Insert Figure 1 here]

274

275 Participants

https://github.com/drstuartrosen/WhoIsRight
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276 Ethical approval was granted by the UCL Research Ethics Committee.  

277 Informed written consent was received from all participants, and their parents, for 

278 those aged less than 16 years.  None of the children or adults tested had any known 

279 speech, hearing or language impairments and they were all native British English 

280 speakers.  These criteria were confirmed by the caregiver during the consent 

281 process.  

282 The children and young adults were tested in primary and secondary schools 

283 in six separate rounds of testing – referred to as SC (n = 30), GY (n =17), RL (n = 

284 54), HR (n = 17), HW (n = 18) and CR (n = 19) – and were combined in the analysis.  

285 In all instances, testing took place in a quiet room either within school, home or in a 

286 quiet, distraction free public space, e.g. a room in a community centre.  The majority 

287 of testing took place in Southern England.  Participants for one round of testing (GY) 

288 arose from control data from typically developing children as part of a broader study 

289 of developmental language disorder (Baird et al., 2011; Loucas et al., 2016).  Further 

290 details concerning the age composition and testing environment for each data set 

291 are described in supplementary materials, S2. 

292 There were 155 participants who completed the test (with 2 exclusions during 

293 analysis) and for whom there was complete demographic information (following data 

294 exclusions: mean age = 11.7 years, ranging from 4.9  to 25.1, s.d. = 4.6).  Gender 

295 was well balanced with 63 males and 73 females (54%).  There was a mix of 

296 genders in all testing rounds.  Due to tester error, there was no gender data retained 

297 for the CR group, but it was of mixed gender.  

298 Results
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299 The mean over the reversals in the test phase of the adaptive track was used 

300 to estimate a Speech Reception Threshold (SRT) for each participant.  Listeners 

301 varied considerably in the total number of reversals that were obtained, from 4 – 15 

302 (mean = 9.6), with 94% of the listeners having 7 or more reversals, and no difference 

303 on average between younger (under 9) and older listeners (within 0.06). There was 

304 also no relationship between the number of reversals and age or the SRT. Also of 

305 interest is the level of performance observed over the test phase of 28 trials, which 

306 should be near the targeted value of 71%. In fact, observed performance levels 

307 varied from 61% - 82% (mean= 70%) and 95% of listeners had levels within the 

308 range of 64 - 75%. Again, there was no difference on average between younger and 

309 older listeners (within 0.5%) and no relationship between performance and age or 

310 the SRT. In short, it appears that the adaptive procedure worked equally well across 

311 the age range, so any differences in SRT with age likely reflect genuine differences 

312 in ability to do the task.

313 A plot of the obtained data against age showed a strong developmental trend 

314 of improving SRTs up to about age 9 or 10, levelling off after that point.  This also 

315 suggested that the SRTs from the SC group (that mainly included older participants) 

316 were on average better than the other groups for participants of a similar age.  

317 On the basis of the evidence that SRTs did not improve after age 11, 

318 boxplots were made of the SRTs from the 4 studies for all listeners greater than that 

319 age (Figure 2).  A one-way ANOVA with a follow-up Tukey post-hoc test confirmed 

320 the observation that the mean SRTs were not the same across the 4 testing groups 

321 (f (3, 78) = 9.978, p = 1.22 × 10-5).  The SRTs for SC were significantly different from 

322 RL and GY (both adjusted ps < 0.003), but SC and HR were not significantly different 

323 from each other (p = 0.086) even though the absolute difference in means was very 
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324 similar to the other two groups, which did differ. This is likely due to the fact that 

325 there are only 5 older listeners in the HR group.

326

327 [Insert Figure 2 here]

328

329 It is not clear why SRTs were lower in this group and we assume that this 

330 reflects random sampling error.  As SC only had participants aged 11.6-16.5 years 

331 (in secondary school), it seemed undesirable to leave the SRTs as they were, 

332 because the overall effect on model fits would not be equal across the age range. 

333 Therefore, all SRTs in the SC study were adjusted by the mean difference between 

334 the SRTs in that study and the three other studies for children ≥ 11 years old only (by 

335 2.74 dB).  A one-way ANOVA confirmed that there was no evidence for differences 

336 across the groups after the adjustment (f (3, 78) = 0.256, p = 0.857).  

337 On the evidence that SRTs change up to about age 9 or 10, and then 

338 asymptote, two different models were used to fit the data.  One was a segmented, or 

339 broken stick regression, in which the model consists of two straight lines which meet 

340 at a breakpoint. Two participants were removed from the data set as they contributed 

341 a residual with z-scores > 3.  Once those points were excised, all other z-scores 

342 were within ±3. In this fit, a model in which the upper line had a slope=0 after the 

343 breakpoint (implying no change in SRTs after a particular age), was statistically 

344 indistinguishable from a model with non-zero slope for the upper segment (p > 0.4). 

345 Also, the broken stick was a much better fit than that provided by a simple linear 

346 relationship of SRT with age (p = 3.7 × 10-12). The breakpoint was estimated at 9.2 

347 years (95% CI = 8.3 – 10.2).  Note that, for completeness, the data were also 
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348 analysed without the adjustment accounting for the lower SRTs in the SC study and 

349 the findings were similar, with a breakpoint at age 10.1 years.  

350 The other model was an asymptotic regression model with the equation:

351

352 SRT = b1 + b2 * exp (b3 * age)

353

354 where b1 represents the asymptotic value (i.e., the lowest SRT reached through 

355 development), as long as b3<0, which was indeed the case; b3 controls how fast 

356 SRTs change over age, and b2 scales the total range of this change. Note the 

357 important interaction between b2 and b3 in determining the shape of the curve, 

358 whereas b1 is a simple additive term. 

359

360 [Insert Figure 3 here]

361

362 The overall fits of the two models were identical, as shown in Figure 3, with a 

363 residual standard error of 2.42 on 150 degrees of freedom (as both models have the 

364 same number of estimated parameters). We prefer the broken stick model because it 

365 gives an unambiguous estimated age for which performance in this task is adult-like. 

366 Visualisation of the standardised residuals against age for the broken stick 

367 regression indicated that variability in measurement of SRT was relatively constant 

368 across age after 5 years (Figure 4).

369
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370 [Insert Figure 4 here]

371

372 As for many diagnostic tests, instead of expressing the outcome in a unit that 

373 a test directly manipulates (here, SNR in dB), it is often more useful to calculate a z-

374 score, which reflects an individual’s level of performance in comparison to their age-

375 matched peers. This is straightforward to do based on the broken stick regression.  

376

377 First, a predicted SRT must be calculated based on the listener’s age, where:

378 If age ≤ 9.2, Predicted SRT = -1.64 x age + 5.57

379 If age > 9.2, Predicted SRT = - 9.6

380

381 Then, a residual is calculated by subtracting the predicted SRT from the 

382 actual SRT. This indicates by how many dB a listener is better or worse than an age-

383 matched peer, with negative numbers again indicating better performance. This is 

384 then expressed as a z-score by dividing by an estimate of the standard deviation of 

385 the residuals (2.41). From the z-score, a percentile can be calculated.

386 Suppose, for example, that a child aged 6 years obtained an SRT of -0.6 dB. 

387 The predicted SRT would be -4.2 dB from the equation above, which means this 

388 child is 3.6 dB worse than expected. Dividing through by 2.41 gives z ≈ 1.5, which is 

389 to say, 1.5 standard deviations worse than typical 6 year olds. Only about 7% of 

390 children of that age would be expected to have an SRT this poor or worse.  The test 

391 software outputs SRT values in dB, with an option of an extra step to calculate z-

392 scores based on specifying the listener’s age.
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393 Discussion

394 We have presented normative data from UK children on a test of word 

395 identification in noise using minimal pair distracters.  A broken stick regression 

396 showed that perceptual abilities on this task continued to improve rapidly until the 

397 age of around 9 years, before levelling out.  We make this task and associated 

398 normative data freely available and hope that this test will be of use to researchers 

399 and clinicians in the assessment of speech perception abilities of children with 

400 language impairments and those that are hard of hearing. In the following sections, 

401 we discuss future developments and limitations of the task.

402  Native language speech sound representations are relatively well developed 

403 by 24 months of age but continue to be further refined well into later childhood (Kuhl, 

404 2011).  However, the point at which they achieve full maturity is still unknown.  

405 Changes are observed until at least six years of age (Nittrouer & Studdert-Kennedy, 

406 1987; Nittrouer, 2002) with some studies showing that maturation continues beyond 

407 the early teens (Hazan & Barrett, 2000) and into the late teenage years (Davis et al., 

408 2019; McMurray et al., 2018) .  In the WiR? test, performance rapidly improves until 

409 around 9-10 years, before reaching a plateau. This break point is very similar to that 

410 obtained in a similar open-response word-recognition task in speech-spectrum-noise 

411 in a US sample (Corbin et al., 2016) and is broadly aligned with other studies 

412 showing rapid development of speech in noise abilities up until the age of ten for 

413 tasks involving competing energetic/modulation maskers (Hall et al., 2002; Leibold & 

414 Buss, 2013; Nishi et al., 2010; Wightman & Kistler, 2005).  

415 The earlier maturation on this task, compared to the tasks described above in 

416 which maturation continues into the late teenage years (Davis et al., 2019; Hazan & 

417 Barrett, 2000; McMurray et al., 2018), may be attributed to important task 
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418 differences.  Our task requires participants to discriminate between canonical 

419 articulations with perceptual ambiguity arising from an extrinsic source, the presence 

420 of competing noise.  By contrast, categorical perception paradigms require 

421 participants to categorise ambiguous sounds that are synthesised to be intermediate 

422 between canonical articulations.  This may require a finer level of phonetic 

423 discrimination, or place differing demands on decision making and executive function 

424 that give rise to a different developmental trajectory.  

425 The early plateau in energetic masking abilities stands in contrast to the more 

426 protracted development associated with informational masking, with adult-like 

427 performance on these tasks not achieved until much later, often beyond 13 years of 

428 age (Corbin et al., 2016; Hall et al., 2002; Leibold & Buss, 2013). There is also, albeit 

429 weak evidence, that SRTs for speech-on-speech masking are a better predictor than 

430 equivalent noise masking thresholds for the everyday listening challenges that 

431 children that are hard of hearing face (Hillock-Dunn et al., 2015).  Such notions may 

432 make it seem desirable to implement our task with informational maskers like 

433 speech.  At present there is not a speech-on-speech task for children that has 

434 normative data from UK children.   Although it would be possible to construct such a 

435 task based on the WiR?, there seems little point to using such carefully constructed 

436 stimuli (with the emphasis on the perception of fine phonetic detail), in a version of 

437 the task in which higher order abilities like resistance to distraction and auditory 

438 scene analysis are important factors. An approach based on simple closed-set 

439 targets (e.g., as in Brungart, 2001) might be more appropriate in this instance.

440 What might be a more promising avenue for these materials, given the 

441 different minimal pair contrasts available in WiR?, is to collect normative data on the 

442 perception of specific phonetic contrasts.  The ability to identify the contrasts that 
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443 children find most difficult may provide a perspective on the mechanisms that 

444 underlie their speech perception weaknesses and allow better targeted interventions 

445 for children who are hard of hearing or have developmental language disorders. 

446 However, it is likely that such tests would require a fixed SNR, rather than an 

447 adaptive approach, with the SNR being fixed at a level appropriate for the listener. In 

448 this way, it could be assured that listeners would be not performing near floor or 

449 ceiling, but obtain intermediate levels of performance which would allow a sufficient 

450 number of errors for meaningful comparisons across contrast types.

451 The task in its current form also has limitations.  At present, we do not have a 

452 measure of re-test reliability or an understanding of how performance on the test 

453 changes with repetitive testing.  We hope that re-test reliability would be relatively 

454 high given the efforts made to calibrate the task through the estimation of an SNR 

455 correction factor for each item.  Visualisation of the standardised residuals of our 

456 normative data show that they are relatively uniformly distributed with few outliers 

457 suggesting that the SRT measure is relatively stable across age.  We anticipate that 

458 learning in the task would be minimal both within a single test session and across 

459 multiple sessions due to the relatively large number of test words and the fact that 

460 they are not repeated.  Future work addressing re-test reliability and learning effects 

461 will help to clarify our intuitions.  As part of that investigation, it would be useful to 

462 know whether it is better to take the first attempt or to average over multiple SRT 

463 estimates to attain a truer estimate of speech perception abilities.  Indeed, there is 

464 some noticeable individual variation in SRT scores (around 5-10 dB range) and 

465 greater reliability might be attained by averaging over three measurements (cf. 

466 Calandruccio et al., 2020).
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467 Another limitation is that we did not test the pure tone thresholds for our 

468 children and so do not have an objective measure of hearing thresholds for the 

469 children in our normative sample.  However, all parents reported that their children 

470 were without hearing difficulties or speech and language impairments and we have 

471 no reason to think that our sample is unrepresentative of typically developing 

472 children.  Our full sample (excluding outliers) was 153 participants, a sample size 

473 roughly in keeping with or larger than similar tests (Spyridakou et al., 2020; Vance et 

474 al., 2009; Vickers et al., 2018). As with most tools of this kind, it would benefit from a 

475 larger normative sample and from a broader demographic; factors like social 

476 economic status have been shown to influence speech perception ability (Nittrouer, 

477 1996).  Our data was collected from only a small number of settings and likely 

478 represents a relatively homogenous demographic sample.  In future, normative data 

479 from a wider demographic including hard to reach populations is necessary, taking 

480 into account the additional time and resources that this would entail (Bonevski et al., 

481 2014).  As part of this widening inclusion, it would also be beneficial to consider 

482 stratifying by UK region to account for differences in regional accent (Adank et al., 

483 2009).  

484 Finally, these normative data apply to quiet listening environments, as might 

485 be found in a quiet room within a school or a community clinic. In the future, it would 

486 be useful to generate equivalent normative data from children tested in an 

487 audiological setting.  We hope to address these limitations in the future and allow 

488 others to do so, by making this test freely available.  We hope that the community 

489 will make use of and extend upon our initial work. Only further work will show 

490 whether it will be a useful tool in clarifying the speech perception difficulties 

491 experienced by listeners with various clinical disorders.  
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739

740 Figures & Legends

741

742 Figure 1: The WiR? task. On each trial, the listener sees a picture of a target word 
743 and hears the same single male speaker produce the name of the target in quiet.  
744 Below, three cartoon faces take turns to speak three utterances presented against a 
745 background of steady-state speech-spectrum-shaped noise. Two of the utterances 
746 are non-word foils differing from the target in a single phonetic feature.  The other 
747 utterance is the target. Participants select the face that said the “right” word by 
748 clicking it with a mouse. A pie chart at bottom right displays the participant’s 
749 progress.   

750
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751

752

753

754 Figure 2: SRTs for children aged 11 years and above, illustrating lower SRTs in the 
755 SC study. The individual data points are jittered horizontally so as to minimise 
756 overlap. 
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757

758 Figure 3: Regression models of SRT with age.  The colour of the data points 
759 indicates which data set they arise from. The two continuous black lines show the 
760 predictions of an asymptotic regression (the curved line) and the broken stick 
761 regression (‘broken’ line).  

762
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764

765 Figure 4: The standardized residuals from the broken stick regression.
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782 Supplementary Material

783 S1: Full List of targets and Foils for the familiarisation and testing phase. AoA = Age 
784 of Acquisition, SAM-PA = SAM-PA machine readable IPA transcription, Feature = 
785 Phonological feature change, SNR = SNR adjustment for each word.

786

Orthog
raphic

Target Foil 1 (distracter) Foil 2 (distracter)

IPA AoA SNR IPA Feature IPA Feature

Famili
arisati
on
Bike baɑk 4.79 2 waɑk Manner gaɑk Place
Bin bɑn 4.68 3 mɑn Manner gɑn Place
Bus bɑs 3.85 -4 wɑs Manner dɑs Place
Dog dɑg 2.80 2 nɑg Manner gɑg Place
Doll dɑl 3.68 0 ɑɑl Manner bɑl Place
Duck dɑk 3.50 -4 zɑk Manner gɑk Place
Laugh lɑɑf 3.79 -2 zɑɑf Manner wɑɑf Place
Leg leg 3.00 -1 deg Manner jeg Place
One wɑn 3.23 -3 mɑn Manner lɑn Place
Rain ɑeɑn 3.60 0 neɑn Manner jeɑn Place
Sea siɑ 4.74 -7 ziɑ Voicing θiɑ Place
Sun sɑn 3.40 11 zɑn Voicing θɑn Place
Watch wɑtɑ 4.33 -3 gɑtɑ Manner ɑɑtɑ Place
Wave weɑv 4.26 -1 beɑv Manner leɑv Place

Test 
items
Bed bed 2.89 -3 med Manner ped Voicing
Book bɑk 3.68 0 wɑk Manner pɑk Voicing
Boot buɑt 3.89 5 wuɑt Manner puɑt Voicing
Chair tɑeɑ 3.43 0 seɑ Manner dɑeɑ Voicing
Boat bɑɑt 3.84 -1 wɑɑt Manner pɑɑt Voicing
Bag bæg 4.28 -3 mæg Manner pæg Voicing
Dig dɑg 4.19 -3 nɑg Manner tɑg Voicing
Towel taɑl 3.22 -5 saɑl Manner paɑl Place
Sing sɑŋ 3.47 -13 tɑŋ Manner ɑɑŋ Place
Knife naɑf 4.15 0 daɑf Manner maɑf Place
Wash wɑɑ 4.00 -5 bɑɑ Manner ɑɑɑ Place
Bath bɑɑθ 3.23 -4 wɑɑθ Manner dɑɑθ Place
Leaf liɑf 4.60 2 niɑf Manner wiɑf Place
Road ɑɑɑd 4.55 -2 zɑɑd Manner jɑɑd Place
Cough kɑf 4.32 18 pɑf Place gɑf Voicing
Bite bɑɑt 3.58 -5 dɑɑt Place pɑɑt Voicing
Comb kɑɑm 5.50 9 pɑɑ Place gɑɑm Voicing
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Kite kaɑt 4.58 5 paɑt Place gaɑt Voicing
Cow kaɑ 3.94 0 taɑ Place gaɑ Voicing
Cake keɑk 3.26 3 peɑk Place geɑk Voicing
Fish fɑɑ 4.05 1 hɑɑ Place vɑɑ Voicing
Fork fɑɑk 3.63 4 sɑɑk Place vɑɑk Voicing
Five faɑv 4.51 4 ɑaɑv Place vaɑv Voicing
Fall fɑɑl 4.71 0 sɑɑl Place vɑɑl Voicing
Soap sɑɑp 3.17 2 fɑɑp Place zɑɑp Voicing
Foot fɑt 3.44 4 hɑt Place vɑt Voicing
Suck sɑk 5.58 -8 hɑk Place zɑk Voicing
Thumb θɑm 4.42 3 ɑɑm Place ðɑm Voicing

787

788 S2: Participants characteristics and testing environments 

Group Adults (> 18 
years)

Children (< 18 
years)

Children’s testing 
site

Total

SC 0 30 children (age 
range=11.6-16.5, 
mean =14.0, sd = 
1.5)

1 state secondary 
school in North London

30

RL 11 adults (age 
range: 19.4-
25.1, mean = 
21.1, sd = 1.8)

43 children (age 
range: 4.9-15.9, 
mean = 11.3, sd = 
3.8)

2 state primary schools 
in North London

1 secondary school in 
South East England 

54

GY* 0 adults 17 children
(age range: 6.9-17, 
mean = 10.9, sd = 
3.5) 

Recruited widely from 
the UK

17

HR 3 adults
(age range: 
19.0-24.9, mean 
= 22.0, sd=3.9)

14 children
(age range: 5.4 – 
11.1, mean = 8.4, sd 
= 1.9)

1 state primary school 
in Devon
1 private primary 
school in London

17

HW 0 adults 18 children (age 
range: 6.4-7.3, mean 
= 6.8, sd = 0.3)

1 primary school in 
North London

16 (2 
excluded)

CR 0 adults 19 children (age 
range: 6.3-10.8, 
mean = 9.0, sd=1.7)

South London primary 
schools

19

153
789

790

791 *Participants in the GY group were control participants recruited as part of a study of 
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792 children with developmental language disorder. See Baird et al., (2010) and 
793 Loucas et al. (2016) for full details.


